Core Course Coordinators for multiple-section courses are listed below, along with information on the person undergraduates should see to obtain signatures once you are no longer able to add or change registration on MyUI. **Students can add or change their registration on MyUI through 11:59 p.m. January 27. After that time, follow the procedures below. Please note:** MyUI remains open for Drops through the last day of the semester.

**ACCT:2100 - Introduction to Financial Accounting**
Tom Carroll (S324 PBB; 335-2727). Student Coordinator is Chandrani Chatterjee (W319 PBB; 335-0883). To add or change sections, fill out form in department (W252 PBB). Drops are processed on MyUI.

**ACCT:2200 - Managerial Accounting**
Lisa Dutchik (W262B PBB; 384-1915). Student Coordinator is Betty Liu (W343 PBB, 335-1812). To add or change sections, fill out form in department (W252 PBB). Drops are processed on MyUI.

**BUS:3000 – Business Communication and Protocol**
Students already enrolled in the course: To change, drop or be put on a wait list for an opening in another section, see Justine Retz (C140 PBB; 335-1037) No emails please.

Students not already enrolled in the course: E-mail course supervisor, Pamela Bourjaily (pamela-bourjaily@uiowa.edu) to inquire about which sections may be available for adding the course.

**ECON:1100 – Principles of Microeconomics**
Steven Stong (W312 PBB; 5-1010). Jingwen (Gin) Tian is the head TA. Contact her (W249 PBB; 335-2649) for all adds or section changes. Drops are done on MyUI.

**ECON:1200 – Principles of Macroeconomics**
Jennifer Fuhrman (S322 PBB; 335-0925). Darren Page is the head TA. Contact him (W243 PBB, 335-1403) for all adds or section changes. Drops are done on MyUI.

**FIN:3000 – Introductory Financial Management**
Heidi Dybvik (S312 PBB; 335-0657). See TAs for adds into specific discussion section. Drops are done on MyUI.

**MGMT:2000:0001 – Introduction to Law**
Andy Hosmanek (S306 PBB; 353-0811). Drops are processed on MyUI. Adds, go to class.

**MGMT:2100:0AAA – Introduction to Management**
Steven Abram (S379 PBB, 335-3378). Drops are processed on MyUI. Adds, see Beth Bellman (W304 PBB; 335-0869).

**MGMT:2100:0BBB – Introduction to Management**
Beth Bellman (W304 PBB; 335-0869). Drops are processed on MyUI. Adds, see Beth Bellman.
MSCI:2800:0AAA & BBB – Foundations of Business Analytics
Barrett Thomas (W220 PBB, 335-0938) To add, see Sara Reed (S361 PBB, 335-0983).

MSCI:3000:0AAA & 0BBB – Operations Management
Patrick Johanns (S206 PBB, 335-0949). To add, see Xiexin Liu (S243 PBB, 335-0966).

MSCI:3005:0AAA & 0BBB – Information Systems
Kevin Felker (W306 PBB, 335-0851). To add, see Kyungchan Park (S221 PBB, 335-0922). Drops are processed on MyUI.

MKTG:3000 – Intro to Marketing Strategy – Adds/Changing a Section
Complete the correct form accordingly and go to Michelle Highly in S252 PBB for permission. Add/Drop/Change Forms can be printed from the following web address: https://registrar.uiowa.edu/sites/registrar.uiowa.edu/files/change_of_registration_for_ucc.pdf

If there is room in the section and if you meet all of the prerequisites, Michelle Highly will sign your form. You must then take it to the Registration Center in 17 Calvin Hall for processing.

MKTG:4500 – Marketing Management
All Sections – Contact Michelle Highly in the marketing department (S252 PBB; 5-1013)

NOTE: You must wait at least 24 hours for all changes to show up on MyUI.